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Go fast for the long haul

Focus

Speed
• Get it out there, test the market
• Planning is great, but you learn tons when

you deliver product

SPEED – The U2
 Hired team April 1, 2009
 Moved into offices May 1, 2009
 Evaluated 3 or 4 unique

architectures in SolidWorks (CAD
Software)
 First ride July 15, 2009

Controlled SPEED – The U3
Note beard
Inspire team- not shaving
until the U3 rides

 Started design January 2010
 Introduced the U3 at CES

January 2011
 As the company matures,
products mature and take
longer

Things you do to move fast
 CAD model of

skins and
computer cut
forms – 16 weeks
and many $$$
 Clay model 4
weeks and few $
 Sometimes old
school is better

Speed - Going to cost more and take longer
Never run out of money
 Entrepreneurs are optimists
 Traction will always take longer than you expect
¡

Cash flow break even will take longer (freedom)

 Marathon, not a sprint

Speed - You are not the only one with your idea
 Vert founded September 1999
 Provisional patent filed in 1999
 Brad started as VP Product

Development Jan 1, 2000.
 Brad CEO July 2000
May 2000 Adapt Media
granted patent 6,060,993
Filed: Nov 3, 1998

Speed-You are not the only one with your idea
 The Uno started as a science project by Ben

Gulak May 2007
 Invention of the year June 2008
 Brad CEO January 2009
 For sure we were the only ones crazy
enough to build a self balancing motorcycle
Aug 2010 Ryno Motors
announces PT II
Work started May 2007

Speed - Secrecy rarely helps
 NDAs and secrecy slow down early stage businesses

dramatically
 Secrecy promotes not talking to your customers
 Did secrecy help Vert ?
¡

BPG took the exact opposite approach once patents had been filed

 Early stage businesses typically have less than 2 man

years invested when they release a product.
 Competitors can shrink 2 man years into 6 months or
less of calendar time
 Is your business success tied to a 6 month or smaller lead
on your competitors ?
@danmartell If you ask someone to sign an NDA, and they
laugh and ask if you're kidding, the best response is "yes, just
kidding".

Go fast for the long haulYour company will survive one or two direct hits
January 4, 2001
Eller Media (bought by
Clear Channel)

Advertising &
NASDAQ
Crash 9/11/01

January 2002 Eller
Media (not a Vert top)

We are excited to have teamed up with
Clear Channel Outdoor, the world's leading outdoor
advertising media company. Providing its clients with the most
comprehensive and sophisticated LCD geo-targeting technology, Clear
Channel is now the exclusive provider of VID advertising in many major
cities in the United States. Clear Channel owns more than half a million
outdoor displays in the top U.S. and international markets, including 12,000
taxis in the United States alone.

Vert Dec 2003

Focus
When we started, we were going
to be a media company, an
advertising company, an Internet
software company (when software
development took multiple man
years). We would design and
build hardened display systems to
show video ads on top of taxis (a
brutal hardware environment).
Oh yeah, we also had to develop
relationships and rent taxi roof
top space from tens of thousands
of unaffiliated taxi owners.
http://harkador.com/why-10-slides-5-minute-pitches-andone-pagers-really-matter/

The Case Study:
"Ok, now what exactly do you do?" An example
of this was a woman who said, "Hi my name I
Lori, I teach computer skills, but I also make
jewelry and I even work with seniors teaching
art.”
Shelly Berman-Rubera Small Business Results-Monday's Tip

Focus – 5 minute pitches matter
• 5 minutes pitches,
• 1 page exec summary
Are Hard, but critical
• Quickly talk to all
stakeholders
• Investors
• Employees
• Customers
• Playbook to make
decisions

Focus

Focus- Media coverage is really fun, but also a
huge distraction
 The Uno has been

featured in 25+ sites,
magazines, online,
Discovery Channel,
Engadget, CNET…..
 Over one million views
of the video since CES
January, 2011
 With Vert Brad was:
¡ Cover of New York
Times, Wall Street
Journal, TV, tons of
trade magazines
 Use media exposure as

a tool to grow real
business
 Stay focused on the
“business”
¡

Selling widgets

Focus -Focus on the business, everything else will
fall in line
 Use the media, but don’t

believe the hype
 Vert did not enter New
York City until 2005

"It's taking a staid (advertising)
environment and busting it up," said
Brad Harkavy, Vert CEO.
Internet company Terra Lycos is
Vert's first client, paying for several
rotating ads during a two-month pilot
run that started last week.
Vert plans to have billboards on 100
Boston cabs by August. The next
target is New York City, home to some
12,000 cabs. By 2002, Vert wants

to go international, in highdensity, taxi-heavy cities such as
London and Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Brad Harkavy – Seattle Times 1/16/01

Focus-First to market is not enough
 Groupon, Google,

Ebay, Facebook, Vert,
BPG were not “first to
market”
 The Internet boom
sparked the term “first
to market”
 Priceline and Netflix
are the only two TECH
25 companies that
may have been first to
market
 Why is Groupon
printing money?
¡

they out executed the
competition !

Business Week -- Tech 100

Focus-Your business plan will change
 12/1/99
¡

¡
¡

¡

Vert give away electric
cars subsidized by ad
revenue
Advertisers bid for time
of day or location of ad
Vert is a media sales
company, and hardware
company, find the
people to drive company
Vert projected to
generate $15B in
revenue in 2 years

 6/6/00
¡

¡

Vert Business Plan 12/1/99

Fleet vehicles only

 12/31/03
¡

Figure 1. By bringing several emerging or recently affordable
technologies together to create I-Surfaces, Vert will create a new
advertising medium that benefits:
1.Consumers: By allowing their cars to host I-Surfaces, city residents can
get absolutely free (possibly electric) cars. This, in turn, results in greatly
reduced pollution due to the immediate impact of free electric cars. The
program will get special political boost in the designated ozone nonattainment areas.
2.Small store-front businesses: ability to advertise in geographically
targeted mini-neighborhoods surrounding their storefront while spending
as little or as much money on advertising as they want on any given day
or week.
3.Large, nationwide businesses: I-Surfaces provide capability to spend ad
dollars most effectively by targeting narrow geographic markets (with the
grain size of a city block) in real time for as few or as many minutes or
hours as they want.

Vert owns hardware,
network
Clear Channel
÷
÷

taxi relationships
sales channel

Vert will sell geographically-aware full color advertising on I-Surface displays. ISurfaces will be placed on taxicabs, delivery vehicles, and other merchant fleets.
The ads will update from hour-to-hour, and will change as the vehicles move
from block-to-block, as determined by GPS readings. A wireless communication
network will be used to deliver the ads to the display surfaces in real-time. Local
ad buyers will pay Vert to display ads on all fixed signage and vehicles within a
particular city block or neighborhood during a particular hour of the day.
Vert business Plan June 6, 2000

Focus-Your business plan will change
 Ben developed the Uno

to decrease the Smog
level in China
¡

¡

¡

¡

Target market today is
Europe
3 different designs in 3
years
U2 designed built and
ridden in 105 days from
hiring the team
No way to figure out Uno
use case without “Agile”
hardware development

Focus-Understand your market size (TAM)

• Out of home advertising market about 5B in 1999
• Who was going to spend the other $10B dollars ?
• Worse yet taxi advertising TAM was about $50M
• Zero à $15B in 2 years ??

Focus-Patents are a marketing tool
 Vert first provisional patent 1999
 May 2000 Adapt Media
¡
¡

patent 6,060,993
Filed: Nov 3, 1998

 December 2000 Vert
¡
¡

6,812,851
Granted November 2, 2004

 January 2001 Polyakov
¡
¡

Patent 6,414,602
Granted July 2, 2002

 3 Patents on almost the exact same concept of geo-targeted outside of

vehicle digital advertising
 None of the companies could afford to defend or overturn the other patents
 Adapt’s patent made it harder to sign a deal with Clear Channel
¡

BUT, not impossible

Unless you are a biotech, patents alone are rarely a winning strategy

Focus-Hiring
• A players attract A players
• B players attract C players
• Don’t over hire
• Make sure the people you are hiring have

start-up/emerging company DNA
• Employees working for the money are
probably the wrong hire

Focus- Firing
No one is irreplaceable
Fire quickly
You will always find another guy/gal
Always be gracious when firing
Personally have let go several tech leads/
CTOs
• Great companies have great relationships
between product development and CEOs
• Many start-ups struggle with managing
product development
•
•
•
•
•

Is it worth it?
More oxygen in start-up offices

• Start-ups are intoxicating
• The people are interesting
• The hours are long
• You will learn tons
• Keeping doing it !

Harkador Partners
Bringing innovative products to life
26

 We help growing companies focus their big ideas into

deliverable products.
 Harkador Partners stays engaged to actively assist in the
product and business development process.
 Twenty years of experience in launching new products and
businesses in start-ups and large companies.
 Brad Harkavy has raised $10M+ in start-up financing, CEO of
3 start-ups, and board member and advisor to 20+ start-ups.

